Guest Internet support for Systems Integrators

System integrator opportunity

- Property Management Systems (PMS) and campground and RV park reservation systems can activate the WiFi Internet service for the guest.
- The Guest Internet gateway API permits software installed at the site to communicate directly with the gateway.
- The cloud API permits software access to the Guest Internet cloud to activate a guest for multiple locations where each location has a Guest Internet gateway installed.
- The PMS API can generate and activate an Internet access code for the guest then deactivate at check out.
- The campground booking system can generate the Internet access code when the customer makes the reservation.

If you are a systems integrator and develop or install reservation software for any type of hospitality or vacation business please call us for more information about using our API’s to add value for your customer.

Access to WiFi Internet is very important for hotel guests and vacationers who choose destinations based on the availability of a good Internet WiFi service. Systems integrators who work with any hotel management or guest reservation software can easily add a feature to activate the Internet WiFi service for the duration of the guest’s stay. A guest will appreciate the hospitality business providing easy access to the Internet.

The Guest Internet Application Program Interfaces (API’s) permit PMS or booking software to generate or obtain an access code that provides WiFi Internet for the guest. The access code can be provided for the guest when the reservation is made or on arrival at the check in desk.

Campgrounds and RV parks can automate the reservation and check in process.

Guest Internet has two types of API that are chosen as determined by the application. Each gateway has an API that can be accessed by software installed at the same location. This might be a property management system installed at a hotel.

The second API is provided by the Guest Internet cloud for a group of gateway products installed at different locations. A campground reservation service can provide Internet codes for different locations and businesses.

Call 1-800-213-0106 or write to: support@guest-internet.com